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Editorial 
It is large scale trains again this month but the electrically powered 
models this time. It is a bit of a sad story so please get your handkerchief 
out. But it has a happy ending! 
Bachmann Spectrum Geared Locomotives  
In 1997 Bachmann introduced the Spectrum range of G scale geared 
locomotives. Starting with a two truck Shay, subsequently a Climax and 
then a Heisler were added to the line (excuse the pun). Some 12 years 
ago the Rand was a lot healthier than it is today so starting with the Shay 
I eventually bought all three.  
Not long after acquiring the Shay I became aware of a conversion kit to 
enable the loco to be battery powered and remote controlled. The 
supplier was Remote Control Systems from Australia. A kit was duly 
acquired which included a Phoenix sound system and the conversion 
process commenced.  
To cut a long story short, I made a complete hash of that process. 
Misunderstanding the instructions, too many wires and bits (pc boards) 
were removed. I did manage to fit the batteries and join them to the 
motor so the loco actually ran but not via remote control and the sound 
system had not been made operational. 
So the loco and its stablemates languished untouched and unloved for 
more than 10 years. (Lightly dab eyes with handkerchief at this point). 
Meanwhile, all sorts of new control system products came on the market. 
Having had success with the control systems for steam locos produced 
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by Peter Spoerer, I decided to try the equivalent products for electrically 
powered locos.  
Around this time Peter sold his business to Steve Foster of Fosworks 
who has developed the technology further.  
So now I had a Peter Spoerer/Fosworks transmitter and receiver and a 
battery pack but restoring the wiring on the Shay to a usable state was 
beyond me. Fortunately, electrical engineer Mike Leppan in Cape Town 
was prepared to take on the job.  
So now over to Mike to describe the Shay’s resuscitation and also the 
conversion of the Climax and Heisler to battery power and radio control. 
“Battery Powered Bachmann Spectrum Shay, Climax and Heisler 
The long and drawn-out saga of these three Bachmann locomotives 
started some time ago, as David tells it – around 15 or 16 years ago to 
be exact. He bought these with the good intention of converting them to 
remote control battery power, and fitting sound to each locomotive. The 
idea being that he could run these on any outdoor line using 45mm track 
and be completely independent of mains track power and the associated 
task of having to clean the track! 
David had stripped most of the early wiring from his Shay and fitted what 
was in the early 2000’s, a reasonable NiCad battery pack with a Phoenix 
sound system. The radio control system being based on a package 
produced by RCS in Australia. 
Over time various problems crept in, and the result was that these three 
locomotives languished in a cupboard until about 3 or 4 years ago when 
David asked me if I would have a look at them.  

 
PHOTO 1 shows the Shay with the original “Nicad” batteries 
As I experimented with varies options of boards, I used Lipo Batteries in 
the final conversion. 
Having worked on many of David’s LGB locos over the years and 
converting them to pure DCC, using track power, it was a sharp learning 
curve to firstly find a supplier who could supply us with the necessary 
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parts, and would also allow me to integrate a Massoth S sound card into 
the mix.  
Having no knowledge on battery systems, and trying to resurrect an 
already badly outdated system in the Shay, David mentioned that he had 
found a new product in the UK, manufactured by a company called 
Fosworks. He had even purchased some of the boards and the 
transmitter module (basically a hand-held throttle with function actuation 
for triggering sounds on the loco). Unfortunately (for David) the board he 
had purchased, was the wrong board, so a number of phone calls to 
Steve Foster at Fossworks were made, and orders placed from their 
very comprehensive website for the six boards required for the battery 
conversion of the three locos. (www.fosworks.co.uk and 
www.massoth.de ) 
The final upgrade was to the sound system. David had some spare 
Tsunami decoders from another failed project so an attempt was made 
to use one of them to produce the sound. Because the amperage 
required by the Shay was too much for the decoder to handle, that did 
not work either. I had long experience of Massoth so that was the 
chosen sound card which fortunately David already had. 
What follows is I hope going to inspire others to look at the options of 
going the battery route. It offers an extremely reliable (although not 
cheap) alternative to DCC and more flexibility than plain DC analogue – 
especially on an outdoor line. Experimenting with various battery options 
and capacities – we were able to achieve run times of between 2 ½ and 
5 hours on a single charge. Once in regular use I would suggest run 
times that do not deplete the battery completely, but rather to around 
25% before charging again to 75% if intending to store the loco for a 
while, or to 100% if intending to run again.  
It is also important to understand that each conversion is a custom build 
of sorts. No two locomotives are the same and each person will have a 
completely different idea of exactly what they want from their locomotive. 
It is imperative that before you buy all the components or commit to 
cutting a single wire – that you plan ahead and decide exactly what you 
wish to achieve on YOUR build. The complexity of what you want, also 
determines what boards would be best to fit in available space.  

http://www.fosworks.co.uk/
http://www.massoth.de/
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PHOTO 2 The final configuration of batteries and boards in the 
Shay.  
You will find that several dry runs will be needed to make sure 
everything fits. 
My first impressions of the three locomotives had definitely been 
tarnished by the fact that I have, by and large, only collected LGB and 
Aster trains in the larger scales. Having converted around 200 to 300 
locomotives over the years to Massoth DCC with sound, I have become 
familiar with the extremely high quality of the LGB product. I had worked 
on only one other Bachmann Shay prior to David’s three locomotives, 
and unfortunately this loco was one of the earlier models with plastic 
trucks. David had managed to get the later productions of each loco, 
fitted with metal trucks. Overall impressions were of three nicely made 
locomotives, fine details and a lot of cast metal fittings. One major 
drawback was the lack of suitable drawings or anything that could be 
called a reliable wiring diagram. I also found the actual wiring and the 
quality of the electronics to be poor, given the apparent quality of the rest 
of the model.  
This therefore made the decision to simplify the wiring very easy; 
remove all the cheap Chinese made boards and wiring looms, and start 
with a clean slate. (this after a short in the existing wiring fried a PC 
board.) In part, this decision was also simplified by the design of the 
“Fosworks” boards. (and why it is important that you understand what 
your new boards will be capable of doing or not doing.)  
Starting with a clean slate, allowed me to pull quality colour coded wire 
into the loco so that future work would be simpler to carry out when 
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tracing of wires was required. It is also important if you cannot visualise 
the wiring in your head, to make a quick wiring diagram of how your 
wiring circuit will look, and how each board is connected into the system. 
Furthermore, it is also important to decide on the type of battery, 
protection circuits, charging ports/ cable diameters and a suitable ON/ 
OFF switch to enable power to be switched off while charging the 
batteries or while the loco is stored or not running.  
Large Scale does tend to lend itself to the fitment of large battery packs 
and a pile of electronics that one would be hard pressed to cram into a 
smaller scale locomotive. That said, the Shay – as did the Climax and 
Heisler – presented a different challenge. Whereas the average G scale 
locomotive being converted to DCC only requires a speaker and a 
change of board (often replacing and existing board – so no extra space 
really) – the battery loco requires the following. 
A suitable battery pack.  
A motor control board. 
A Receiver with DCC output. 
A suitable sound card that will “talk” to the DCC output on the receiver. 
(optional)  
An ON / OFF switch 
A suitable fuse holder with a fast blow fuse.  
A speaker (optional if a sound card is not required) 
A Transmitter module for controlling the locomotive.  
So space has to be found for all these components. A challenge indeed 
with some of the cramped quarters in the Climax.  
The battery pack voltage and capacity is determined by two things.  
In larger scale model trains – most manufacturers have standardised the 
voltage required by motors to around 6V to 24V. (Six volts being the 
absolute minimum) In custom built locomotives, this motor voltage may 
be lower, so a battery with a lower voltage may be required. Small low 
powered motors on small custom locomotives may run on 3, 6 or 12V 
depending on the source of the motor. 
What you intend to power, and how long you wish to run the locomotive 
between charges, determines the capacity. An average LGB or 
Bachmann motor draws around 500mA when operating normally and the 
motor is in good condition. Under load, the motor current draw may 
increase to 750mA or even 1A or higher – so it is important to try and 
establish what the total current draw will be. It’s no good having a huge 
loco drawing 5A and you put in a 600mA/h battery. The loco will hardly 
run between charges before you run the battery completely flat. You also 
need to take into account the things like smoke generators and lights. 
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PHOTO 3 (Not mushroom inside. That reminds me of a song! - Ed) 
In selecting batteries, I looked at the available space, and how best to fit 
everything together without risk of shorting or damaging parts once I 
closed up the locomotive. 
I looked at the option of AA or AAA - 1.2V rechargeable cells which I 
could get in 2600mAh ratings. To get 20V - 24V, this meant I needed to 
somehow cram 18 to 20 of these cells into the body of the locomotive – 
or tow a battery car behind the locomotive to power everything. (which is 
another option) In the end, a visit to a RC car and hobby shop convinced 
me to go the route of the Lipo batteries used in RC cars. The selection of 
pre-made up and packaged batteries in small enough parcels that fitted 
easily into the internal dimensions of the available space, and were 
cheap enough not to break the bank, ticked all the boxes. The larger 
2600mAh came in an 11,2V – 3 cell version that when connected in 
series with a second pack, gave me the 22V needed to power the whole 
loco effectively.  
The remaining small parts I picked up from a local electronics shop. 
Small parts like DPDT centre off switches, fuse holders and fuses, wire 
and heat-shrink. The aim of the photos and the process I followed to 
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convert to battery control is not to create a step-by-step guide on how to 
do it. It is meant rather to show you the options of what is possible with 
battery control. And to open your mind to what other options are 
available to the modeller who wishes to have some independence from a 
wired system, or to reduce the cost of going the DCC route which does 
require a substantial outlay in money for a complete central station and 
associated system for just a handful of locos. It will also save 
considerable time when it comes to maintenance and keeping the track 
clean outdoors.  

     
PHOTO 4 & 5 - Seen here are the Electronic Speed Control 
(ESC260) board on left, and the Receiver on right. Also the fuse 
holder and the DPDT switch I used. Also note hand drawn wiring 
diagram.  
Wiring!! This is often a difficult subject to explain to the layman who 
struggles to understand anything with more than two wires. As an 
electrician who has worked in the field for 30+ years – all I can say is 
that no electrician ever works with hundreds of wires at the same time. 
We separate all these wires into small circuits and keep each circuit as 
simple as possible. Often just two or three wires at a time. So, when 
wiring circuits, bear this in mind and work on one circuit at a time. Colour 
coding your wiring also helps to identify what each wire is for – and helps 
limit wiring mistakes. A simple example of this is to keep positive (+) as a 
RED wire, and negative (-) as a BLACK wire. Similarly use different 
colour wire to mark a common connection for lights and then different 
colours for rear light, cab light and front light. By breaking up your cable 
colours it is much easier to trace wiring and to remember where each 
wire is meant to go. Always use a hand drawn wiring diagram – this will 
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help you not make mistakes and if you file this for future guidance, it 
helps when you run into problems years down the line and need to know 
what wire went where.  
I have listed the basic components I used, and the names and web 
addresses of the various suppliers. You are also most welcome to 
contact me should you wish to discuss projects you may have in mind 
and or want advice about. mike@almar.co.za or+27 82 5700345 
All Battery control boards, receivers and transmitters: 
www.fosworks.co.uk – speak to Steve Foster. 
Sound cards – Massoth electronics – www.massoth.de – speak to me in 
SA or local distributors if overseas. 
Batteries you can enquire from any R/C car or boat hobby shop. They 
will be able to assist you with batteries and suitable chargers. The Lipo 
Batteries take around 40 minutes to fully charge the batteries to 100% 
charge, from 25%. 
Any decent electronics supply place will assist with all the smalls such as 
fuse holders, switches, high quality 0,5mm² cable and heat-shrink.  
The internet is a wonderful tool; and a few folk had worked on these 
models over the years as they found that they had a lack of 
documentation when it came to working on their own models. Many were 
kind enough to create excellent worksheets and technical advice that 
they shared on various platforms. In the following tutorials you will see 
other ideas for the same three locos – again making clear that there is 
no single right or wrong way to convert or upgrade your locos. And this 
also does not have to apply to the three geared locos discussed here. 
This could be any locomotive produced by any supplier. 
I found the following that helped tremendously: 
Bachmann Heisler - 
http://www.girr.org/girr/tips/tips9/heisler_tips.html#wiring 
Bachmann Climax –  
http://www.girr.org/girr/tips/tips5/climax_tips.html 
Bachmann Shay (2 Truck) 
http://girr.org/girr/tips/tips1/shay_tips.html 
What follows is the basic wiring process for each locomotive (I kept the 
same process for all three locos)The photos of each loco during various 
phases of work will hopefully give clarity to the text. The idea is to give 
one an idea about how I went about fitting everything into the 
locomotives.  
I have also included a few links that will access various videos of each 
loco as I completed work on them, and they took their first runs.  
In conclusion – I was apprehensive to work on these locos as I had 
heard negative comment about the build quality of the locomotives. In 
part this was perhaps partly true when it came to the early plastic drive 
train on these geared locos, and partially evident even on the later 
Spectrum versions using metal bogies when it came to the electronics 
and wiring. 
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https://eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.girr.org%2Fgirr%2Ftips%2Ftips9%2Fheisler_tips.html%23wiring&data=04%7C01%7Cmike%40almar.co.za%7C3cb9bef9bed743788e5208d982a8cb0d%7Ca3a23912ebb14ed5ae54171f2c39b28c%7C0%7C0%7C637684483760693345%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=mjIvwffAEAI0d4UIvIlClS%2BXvYSsDKfhay2kZMobSlg%3D&reserved=0
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As David wanted the locomotives to be as simple as possible, I removed 
the majority of the wiring, all circuit boards and smoke generators. As the 
locomotives were to be battery powered only, it goes without saying that 
all wheel pickups for track power MUST be removed completely – and 
only the connections to the motors themselves are retained.  

 
PHOTO 6 – The small wheel brushes had to be physically removed 
from each gearbox – effectively isolating the wheels from the 
motors. 
It is imperative to make 100% sure that wheels and all pickups are 
isolated from the motors and all other power circuits in the loco. It is also 
important to make sure that the wiring for the left and right side of each 
motor is identified so that when coupled together in parallel, both motors 
will respond simultaneously and in the correct directions. This is one 
circuit. 
The next circuit so to speak, is the wiring for each light that you intend to 
retain. As we wanted this to be as simple as possible, I wired the Cab 
light in parallel with the Front head light, (so they would work as one) 
and the rear light as a separate circuit. The ESC board also houses the 
terminals for the lights – but only provides power for front and rear 
lighting. Hence using the front headlight terminal to power the cab as 
well.  
Space is at a premium in these locos, (by far the largest area is taken up 
with the battery packs) so the next circuit was the battery power circuit 
with its fast blow 2A fuse holder and the ON/OFF switch to power “off” 
while charging or storing the loco, and power “on” for running the loco. 
The Battery packs are standard LIPO R/C packs of 11,2V each, 
connected in series to give me the 24V when fully charged. The positive 
lead is connected in Series with the fast blow fuse and the ON/OFF 
switch. The final positive and negative leads are connected to the Cobra 
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ESC 260 board and the receiver board in parallel. Lighting is also 
connected to the ESC Cobra 260. The receiver I hard wired to this board 
(original had a plug system which I removed and modified to allow direct 
soldered connection to the driver board. This small receiver binds the 
Transmitter to the locomotive electronic motor control board – AND 
importantly in this installation – the DCC sound card. The DCC sound 
card is a “Massoth S” card with 16 sound /function outputs. This is 
programmed to the desired sound prior to installation using the Massoth 
Service Tool and programmer. You can of course select any sound file 
that suits your taste, and also allocate the function numbers to various 
sounds during programming. 
Programming of the transmitter is explained in the supplied 
documentation from Fosworks and here one can select between latching 
the sound or simply having a momentary trigger of the sound/ function. 
Lights come on automatically at “switch on” of the loco when using the 
Motor driver board to control them, but one can use the light function 
terminals on the Massoth DCC sound board to switch light functions ON 
and OFF using auxiliary contacts. Binding the Transmitter to the 
locomotive is also extremely simple and explained in the Fosworks 
documentation.  
The moment of truth of course comes with switching power on for the 
first time – and seeing if all the work you have put into the locomotive 
has paid off. Switching the loco to “ON” - resulted in a very satisfying 
steam sound coming from the speaker, and the front head light and cab 
light coming on. Using the Throttle / Transmitter (David used the 12 
function version with inertia) it was easy to run the locomotive through all 
its paces and test each sound. If there are any programming issues such 
as wanting to change a sound allocation button to a different number, or 
allocate the sound to a “latched” instead of “Momentary” function, (All 
functions come as momentary as default) now is the time to iron out the 
kinks. All in all, a very satisfactory result, and three lovely battery 
operated locos.” 
My thanks to Mike for this article. My life has been more hectic than 
normal for the past few weeks and the chances of me being able to write 
an article like this would have been slim indeed.  
The end. 
 
 
 


